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Fighting for all Louisianans
From

Governor John Bel Edwards <hello@dirtroadpac.com>

To

Steve Johnston <sjohnston@tuesdayforumcharlotte.org>

Reply-To

<hello@dirtroadpac.com>

Date

2022-05-06 14:46

Steve,
Besides being a family man, my greatest honor is serving the people of Louisiana.
We have incredible, generous people, and I strive every day to put their needs
first, but I can't do it alone.
I'll be frank with you: I need help. Instead of fighting alongside the legislature for
the betterment of our state, I spend a lot of my time fighting with the GOPcontrolled legislature. We need to elect more Democrats. Will you split a $10
donation between the Louisiana Democrats and Dirt Road PAC to give me a hand?
If you've saved your payment information with ActBlue Express, your split donation to Dirt Road PAC and the Louisiana
Democratic Party will go through immediately:

EXPRESS DONATE $10

EXPRESS DONATE $25

EXPRESS DONATE $50

EXPRESS DONATE $100
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EXPRESS DONATE $250

ANOTHER AMOUNT

Louisiana has a lot of untapped potential, and I believe that's an asset, not a
liability. Our best days are ahead of us, but we must create them by working
together.
I firmly vetoed a map that took power out of the hands of Louisianans and put it
into the grip of the GOP. We need a Democratic majority that will deliver for the
people, and bring reasonable Republicans to the table.
Louisianans deserve better. I need a legislature that cares about the people as
much as you and I do. Will you split a donation of just $10 between the Louisiana
Democrats and Dirt Road PAC to help us make Louisiana shine?
If you've saved your payment information with ActBlue Express, your split donation to Dirt Road PAC and the Louisiana
Democratic Party will go through immediately:

EXPRESS DONATE $10

EXPRESS DONATE $25

EXPRESS DONATE $50

EXPRESS DONATE $100

EXPRESS DONATE $250

ANOTHER AMOUNT

Sincerely,
– Governor John Bel Edwards

Dirt Road PAC
PO Box 33079
Washington, DC 20033
United States
WWW.DIRTROADPAC.COM | INFO@DIRTROADPAC.COM | PRIVACY POLICY
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PAID FOR BY DIRT ROAD PAC. DIRTROADPAC.COM. NOT
AUTHORIZED BY ANY CANDIDATE OR CANDIDATE'S COMMITTEE

This email was sent to sjohnston@tuesdayforumcharlotte.org. If you wish to no longer receive these messages, please unsubscribe.
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